DT: Fashion and Textiles

How to revise

• Use your PLC to identify each topic area and what you need to know about them (In Folders)
• Create A3 revision maps for each topic on your PLC. Put the key terms on them – memorise these!
• Produce flashcards on areas under each key term. e.g. Key term: Fibres - flashcards on each Natural and Man-made fibre which includes Source, properties and uses. If you’re a visual learner produce a Powerpoint instead and print it off/stick it up. Repeat this for each Key Term until you have covered your bedroom walls and produce a great set of notes to revise from!
• Get parents, friends and family to test you on the Key areas
• Do exam questions under timed conditions for each topic
• There are lots of quizlets available online that other Textiles students have produced.
• Use these then develop your own with a revision buddy.

Resources available to you

• Wednesday Period 6 in BT4 - Please come along to focus on key areas
• Use any GCSE DT Revision Books for Core/Textiles
• Use the Edexcel GCSE DT textbook in classrooms at lunchtime of after school.
• Email j.button@hayesfield.com, j.lisney@hayesfield.com or j.eaton@hayesfield.com if you need help.

Happy Revising!!!
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